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The WORN Archive
A Fashion Journal

EDITED BY SERAH-MARIE MCMAHON; INTRODUCTION BY         
JANE PRATT 

The WORN Archive: A Fashion Journal about the Art, Ideas, and History 

of What We Wear is a manifesto on why fashion and clothing matter. For 

eight years, the Canadian magazine has investigated the intersections of 

fashion, pop culture, and art. With prescient, intelligent articles, WORN 

Fashion Journal strives to address diverse issues such as gender, identity, 

and culture with openness and honesty. WORN asserts that fashion is art, 

history, ideas, and most of all fun-that style is a personal experience that

need not align with the fashion industry.

The five-hundred-page book features the best content from the journal’s 

first fourteen issues, assembled by WORN ‘S founder and editor in chief, 

Serah-Marie McMahon. Articles penned by a host of unique contributors 

(academics, writers, curators, and artists) touch on topics as wide-ranging 

as the relationship between feminism and fashion, discourse on hijabs, 

how to tie a tie, the history of flight attendants, and textile conservation. 

With eclectic photo shoots featuring “real” models, striking illustrations, 

and whimsical layouts, every page is a joyful, creative approach to clothing.

The WORN Archive is the ultimate cultural style map for those who don’t 

want to be told how to dress but are seeking a transformative understand-

ing of why we wear what we do.

“It’s a mag for the fashion diehard who’s fed up with the usual glossies, and 

for the feminist theorist who never imagined herself picking up a fashion 

magazine.”—Ashley McAllister, Bitch magazine

“In essence, [WORN is] the non-fashion fashion mag, and I can’t recom-

mend it highly enough.”—Sadie Stein, Jezebel

Serah-Marie McMahon is the founder and editor in chief of WORN Fashion Journal 

and a freelance creative director. In 2010 she was nominated for a National Maga-

zine Award for Best Cover of the Year.

Drawn & Quarterly

On Sale: Apr 29/14

6.50 x 8.50 • 416 pages
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Drawn & Quarterly

On Sale: Apr 15/14

5.81 x 8.25 • 272 pages

Full Color Illustrations Throughout

9781770461536 • $24.95 • cl

Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary

MIMI POND

A fast-paced semi-memoir about diners, drugs, and California in the 1970s.

Over Easy is a brilliant portrayal of a familiar coming-of-age story. After 

being denied financial aid to cover her last year of art school, Margaret 

finds salvation from the straightlaced world of college and the earnestness 

of both hippies and punks in the wisecracking, fast-talking, drug-

taking group she encounters at the Imperial Café, where she makes the 

transformation from Margaret to Madge. At first she mimics these new 

and exotic grown-up friends, trying on the guise of adulthood with some 

awkward but funny stumbles. Gradually she realizes that the adults she 

looks up to are a mess of contradictions, misplaced artistic ambitions, 

sexual confusion, dependencies, and addictions.

Over Easy is equal parts time capsule of late 1970s life in California—with  

its deadheads, punks, disco rollers, casual sex, and drug use—and 

bildungsroman of a young woman who grows from a naïve, sexually 

inexperienced art-school dropout into a self-aware, self-confident artist. 

Mimi Pond’s chatty, slyly observant anecdotes create a compelling portrait 

of a distinct moment in time. Over Easy is an immediate, limber, and 

precise semi-memoir narrated with an eye for the humor in every situation.

“As funny and warm-hearted as a memoir about a bunch of punks, drug 

dealers, hippies, and art school dropouts screwing in the 1970s can 

get. Mimi Pond’s coming-of-age graphic novel, Over Easy, is a delicious 

charmer.”—Jami Attenberg, author of The Middlesteins.

 

Mimi Pond is a cartoonist, illustrator, and writer. She has created comics for the  

Los Angeles Times, Seventeen magazine, National Lampoon, and many other pu-

blications, and has written and illustrated five humor books. She has also written  

for television: her credits include the first full-length episode of The Simpsons

“Simpsons Roasting on an Open Fire” and episodes for the television shows  

Designing Women and Pee Wee’s Playhouse. She lives in Los Angeles with her  

husband, the painter Wayne White.

Over Easy
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Showa 1939-1944
A History of Japan

Drawn & Quarterly

On Sale: Apr 15/14

6.45 x 8.77 • 536 pages

Black-and-White Illustrations Throughout

9781770461512 • $24.95 • pb

Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary

SHIGERU MIZUKI, TRANSLATED BY ZACK DAVISSON

A master cartoonist and war vet details Japan’s involvement in World 

War II.

Showa 1939–1944: A History of Japan continues the award winning author 

Shigeru Mizuki’s autobiographical and historical account of Showa-era 

Japan. This volume covers the final moments of the lead-up to World War 

II and the first few years of the Pacific War, and is a chilling reminder of 

the harshness of life in Japan during this highly militarized epoch.

Mizuki writes affectingly about the impact on the Japanese populace 

of world-changing moments, including the devastating Second Sino-

Japanese War, the attack on Pearl Harbor, and the first half of the Pacific 

War. On a personal level, these years mark a dramatic transformation in 

Mizuki’s life, too. His idyllic childhood in the countryside comes to a defini-

tive end when he’s drafted into the army and shipped off to the tiny island 

of Rabaul in Papua New Guinea. His life becomes a constant struggle for 

survival, not only against the constant Allied attacks but against the harsh 

discipline of the Japanese army officers. During his time in Rabaul, Mizuki 

comes to understand the misery and beauty of the island itself, a place 

that will permanently mark him and haunt him for the rest of his life.

“A powerful, maddening and at times bitterly funny war story…A revealing 

look at World War II from the opposite side.”—NPR

“Shigeru Mizuki is one of Japan’s greatest illustrators, a master of both real-

ism and manga.”—The Globe and Mail
 

Born in 1922 in Sakaiminato, Tottori, Shigeru Mizuki is a specialist in stories of yõkai 

and is considered a master of the genre. He is a member of the Japanese Society  

of Cultural Anthropology and has traveled to more than sixty countries to engage 

in fieldwork of the yõkai  and spirits of different cultures. His work has been pub-

lished in Japan, South Korea, France, Spain, Taiwan, and Italy, and he was the first 

manga-ka to win the grand prize at the Angoulême International Comics Festival, 

Europe’s highest prize for comics. 
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Showa 1926-1939
A History of Japan

SHIGERU MIZUKI, TRANSLATED BY ZACK DAVISSON 

A fascinating period in Japanese history explored by a master of manga.

Showa 1926–1939: A History of Japan is the first volume of Shigeru Mizuki’s 

meticulously researched historical portrait of twentieth-century Japan. 

This volume deals with the period leading up to World War II, a time of 

high unemployment and other economic hardships caused by the Great 

Depression. Mizuki’s photo-realist style effortlessly brings to life the Japan 

of the 1920s and 1930s, depicting bustling city streets and abandoned

graveyards with equal ease.

When the Showa era began, Mizuki himself was just a few years old, so 

his earliest memories coincide with the earliest events of the time. With 

his trusty narrator Rat Man, Mizuki brings history into the realm of the 

personal, making it palatable, and indeed compelling, for young audiences 

as well as more mature readers. As he describes the militarization that 

leads up to World War II, Mizuki’s stance toward war is thoughtful and 

often downright critical-his portrayal of the Nanjing Massacre clearly 

paints the incident (a disputed topic within Japan) as an atrocity. Mizuki’s

Showa 1926–1939 is a beautifully told history that tracks how technolo-

gical developments and the country’s shifting economic stability had a 

role in shaping Japan’s foreign policy in the early twentieth century.

“A powerful, maddening and at times bitterly funny war story—a revealing 

look at World War II from the opposite side.”—Dan Kois, NPR

“Shigeru Mizuki is one of Japan’s greatest illustrators, a master of both 

realism and manga.”—The Globe and Mail

Born in 1922 in Sakaiminato, Tottori, Shigeru Mizuki is a specialist in stories of yõkai 

and is considered a master of the genre. He is a member of the Japanese Society 

of Cultural Anthropology, and has traveled to more than sixty countries to engage 

in fieldwork of the yõkai and spirits of different cultures. His work has been pub-

lished in Japan, South Korea, France, Spain, Taiwan, and Italy, and he was the first 

manga-ka to win the grand prize at the Angoulême International Comics Festival, 

Europe’s highest prize for comics.

Drawn & Quarterly

Backlist

6.58 x 8.64 • 560 pages

Black-and-White Illustrations Throughout 

9781770461352 • $24.95 • pb
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Kitaro

SHIGERU MIZUKI, TRANSLATED BY JOCELYNE ALLEN

Meet one of Japan’s most popular characters of all time—Kitaro, the 

One-Eyed Monster Boy. He’s just like any other boy, except for a few small 

differences: he only has one eye, his hair is an antenna that senses para-

normal activity, his geta sandals are jet-powered, and he can blend into 

his surroundings like a chameleon. Oh, and he’s a three-hundred-and-fifty-

year-old yõkai (spirit monster). With all the offbeat humor of an Addams 

Family story, Kitaro is a lighthearted romp in which the bad guys always 

get what’s coming to them.

Kitaro is bestselling manga-ka Shigeru Mizuki’s most famous creation. The 

Kitaro series was inspired by a kamishibai, or storycard theater, entitled 

Kitaro of the Graveyard. Mizuki’s series was created in 1959. Originally the 

series was intended for boys, but once it was picked up by the influential 

Shonen magazine it quickly became a cultural landmark for young and old 

alike. Kitaro inspired half a dozen TV shows, plus numerous video games 

and films, and his cultural importance cannot be overstated. Presented to 

North American audiences for the first time in this lavish format, Mizuki’s 

photo-realist landscapes and cartoony characters blend the eerie with the 

comic.

Praise for Onward Towards Our Noble Deaths:

“A masterful, searing and unforgettable semi-autobiographical manga that 

presents the last days of World War II from the point of view of Japanese 

infantrymen.”—NPR

“Shigeru Mizuki is one of Japan’s greatest illustrators, a master of both real-

ism and manga.”—The Globe and Mail
 

Born in 1922, in Sakaiminato, Shigeru Mizuki is a specialist in stories of yõkai and  

is considered a master of the genre. He was the first manga-ka to win Best Album 

at the Angoulême International Comics Festival. He has been published in Japan,

South Korea, France, Spain, Taiwan, and Italy.

Drawn & Quarterly

Backlist

6.46 x 8.48 • 432 pages

Black-and-White Ilustrations

9781770461109 • $24.95 • pb
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PASCAL GIRARD, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

A hilarious romantic comedy about kleptomania and booklovers.  

Pascal is in a bad place. He’s out of work, he and his longtime girlfriend 

have just broken up, and when he goes out for a run to ease his frazzled 

nerves, he falls and injures his back so badly that he’s strictly forbidden 

from running. What’s an endorphinloving cartoonist to do? In a bid to dis-

tract himself, Pascal throws himself into his other pleasure: reading. And 

while at the bookstore one day, he spies a young woman picking up his 

own book. But then she darts out of the shop without paying. Bemused, 

he decides to figure out why she did it.

Petty Theft is a comedy of errors, a laugh-out-loud account of a man on 

a mission, and a heavily fictionalized memoir about the addictiveness of 

book ownership. Pascal Girard intermingles an all-too-true-to-life snapshot 

of contemporary relationships with slapstick trials and dryly funny tribula-

tions in this delightfully readable book.

From the award-winning author of Reunion, Petty Theft is a deftly told, 

finely drawn contemporary romance that will keep booklovers on the edge 

of their seats from the first page until the denouement.

Praise for Reunion:

“Girard’s self-mocking tale is entrancing, a self-inflicted catastrophe of 

terrible but irresistible hilarity.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“Girard’s poignant humour is extremely self-deprecating [which] makes the 

book’s emotional punch truly resonate.”—Quill & Quire

“Reunion is real, wry and cathartic.”—Bookgasm

Pascal Girard was born in Jonquière, Canada, in 1981. He began filling the margins 

of his notebooks with drawings from his first day of school. Since he was never 

able to rid himself of this good habit, he naturally decided to make it his career. He 

is the award-winning author of Nicolas, Bigfoot, and Reunion. He lives in Montreal.

Petty Theft

Drawn & Quarterly

On Sale: Apr 15/14

5.88 x 8.25 • 104 pages

Black-and-White Illustrations Throughout

9781770461529 • $19.95 • pb
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Reunion

PASCAL GIRARD, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

Reunion is a semiautobiographical book that recounts when Pascal Girard 

received an invitation to attend his ten-year high-school reunion. Initially 

dismissing the idea of attending, he changes his mind when he receives 

an e-mail from Lucie Cote, the girl he had a huge crush on in high school, 

asking if he would accompany her. Pascal becomes flustered with joy, but 

two problems remain: he must keep his almost uncontrollable infatuation  

a secret from his girlfriend, Julie, and he must do something about his 

weight, which is at 252 pounds.

Three months pass as Pascal dutifully jogs to lose 50 lbs and fantasizes 

about meeting Lucie. Pascal arrives at the big event, full of anticipation, 

but his fantasies are cruelly deflated by each conversation he has with his 

former classmates. Reunion is laugh-out-loud funny, with wry, self depre-

cating humor, and Girard’s cartooning is effortless in its fluidity.

Pascal Girard was born in Jonquière, Canada, in 1981. He began filling the margins 

of his notebooks with drawings from his first day of school. Since he was never 

able to rid himself of this good habit, he naturally decided to make it his career. He 

is the award-winning author of Nicolas, Bigfoot, and Reunion. He lives in Montreal.

Drawn & Quarterly

Backlist

5.92 x 8.26 • 152 pages

9781770460379 • $19.95 • pb

Ages 16 and up • Comics & Graphic 
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Bigfoot

PASCAL GIRARD, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

Jimmy is a teenager in a crummy little town. He’s got a lousy best friend 

Simon, a porn habit and an uncle whose miserable existence is the 

embodiment of life stalled in its tracks. He’s also got a tender soul, a pure-

hearted crush and the makings of a budding artist. A horrible youtube 

video of Jimmy dancing in his living room becomes viral, courtesy of 

Simon, and has made every sweet and hopeful thing about Jimmy seem 

utterly pathetic. Everyone from fellow classmates to the clerk at the corner 

store has seen the video, and Jimmy finds himself a celebrity in his town, 

just for the wrong reason. Unfortunately, the youtube antics do not stop 

there.

As in his debut graphic novella Nicolas, Pascal Girard’s second book again 

showcases his spare, deceptively simple style and his wonderfully expres-

sive and pitch-perfect dialogue. Girard uses a drawn line full of tentative, 

exploratory and intuitive emotion, a line as sure of the treasure it carries as 

the book’s quiet hero.

Pascal Girard was born in Jonquière, Canada, in 1981. He began filling the margins 

of his notebooks with drawings from his first day of school. Since he was never 

able to rid himself of this good habit, he naturally decided to make it his career. He 

is the award-winning author of Nicolas, Bigfoot, and Reunion. He lives in Montreal.

Drawn & Quarterly

Backlist

7.85 x 10.23 • 48 pages

9781770460294 • $20.95 • cl
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Everywhere Antennas

JULIE DELPORTE, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

A poetic novel that plumbs the depths of self-doubt and technological 

fatigue.

Julie Delporte’s Everywhere Antennas is a deeply affecting, sparely 

constructed novel, equal parts Walden and The Bell Jar. Told in the first 

person, it offers diary-like entries from an anonymous narrator who is 

undergoing a nervous breakdown and struggling to hold together a failing 

relationship. In soft, flowing colored pencil, Delporte shows her narrator 

coming to terms with a rare and misunderstood sensitivity to the radia-

tion emitted by the televisions, cell phones, and computers that permeate 

urban life.

On each page a few words are paired with an image or two, conveying a 

moment or a thought simply but effectively. Over the course of the book, 

the anonymous narrator moves from place to place, looking for solutions 

to her melancholy in the countryside via isolation and in the city with 

friends, sometimes turning to medication for answers. Throughout, her 

emotional and intellectual landscape receives as much attention as her 

physical surroundings.

Everywhere Antennas is the portrait of a woman caught in the margins, 

struggling to balance the demands of technology and modern life with 

the need to find meaningful relationships and work. Roughly hewn figures, 

sketched in pencil crayon on brightly contrasting backgrounds, populate 

the pages of this flowing, emotive work. With Everywhere Antennas, Del-

porte proves herself a master craftswoman of heartbreakingly personal, 

beautifully literary graphic fiction.

Praise for Journal:

“Delporte is a talented artist and Journal is a beautiful collection of words 

and images.”—Cult MTL

“At its very best moments, Journal becomes indistinguishable from poetry…

and there are, as the reader will discover, many such moments.”

 —Publishers Weekly

Born in Saint-Malo, France, in 1983, Julie Delporte lives in Montreal, where she 

publishes books and zines. Journal, a collection of her journal comics, was pub-

lished by Koyama Press in May 2013. In 2011-2012, she was a fellow at the Center  

for Cartoon Studies in White River Junction, Vermont. She has published a French 

children’s book (Je suis un raton laveur), as well as some short pieces at L’employé 

du Moi (Belgium) and in various anthologies. She was the former organizer of  

Montreal’s forty-eight-hour comics festival and newsprint anthology, and she

runs the comics-centric radio show Dans ta Bulle.

Drawn & Quarterly

On Sale: Apr 15/14

6.81 x 7.75 • 112 pages

Full Color Illustrations Throughout;  

9781770461543 • $19.95 • pb
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New York Postcards
30 Illustrations from the Pages of the  

New Yorker and Beyond

ADRIAN TOMINE

Iconic postcards from a beloved illustrator .

Adrian Tomine (Shortcomings, Scenes from an Impending Marriage) 

has forged countless iconic images of New York City in his career as an 

illustrator. A master of conveying an entire story with a single panel, his 

covers for The New Yorker are beloved by New Yorkers and non-New 

Yorkers alike, as much for their frank yet charming portrayal of life in the 

big city as for their flawless design and gorgeous linework. 

New York Postcards celebrates thirty of Tomine’s most wellknown illus-

trations, and is a loving homage to the city that Tomine, a West Coast 

transplant, has called home for the past eight years.

“In [Tomine’s] illustrations, Edward Hopper-like situations-of dogs under 

disused railway bridges, or people on a street corner-take on a wry 

edge.”—The Economist

“Tomine explores New York’s culture and its passing moments, asking us to 

reflect on the city’s quirks and tenderness.”—The New Yorker

Adrian Tomine is the author of New York Drawings, Scenes from an Impending  

Marriage, Shortcomings, Summer Blonde, Sleepwalk, 32 Stories, and the comic 

book series Optic Nerve. He lives in New York.

 

Drawn & Quarterly

On Sale: Apr 1/14

4 x 5.75

Full Color Illustrations Throughout

9781770461598 • $14.95 • postcard book or pack
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New York Drawings

ADRIAN TOMINE

A collection of illustrations from The New Yorker cover artist and award-

winning cartoonist.

Two strangers, both reading the same novel, share a fleeting glance 

between passing subway cars. A bookstore owner locks eyes with a 

neighbor as she receives an Amazon package. Strangers are united by cir-

cumstance as they wait on the subway stairs for a summer storm to pass.

Adrian Tomine’s illustrations and comics have been appearing for more 

than a decade in the pages (and on the cover) of The New Yorker. Instantly 

recognizable for their deceptively simple and evocative style, these 

images have garnered the attention of The New Yorker ’s readership and 

the approbation of such venerable institutions as the Art Directors Club 

and American Illustration. 

New York Drawings is a loving homage to the city that Tomine, a West 

Coast transplant, has called home for the past seven years. This lavish, 

beautifully designed volume collects every cover, comic, and illustration 

that he has produced for The New Yorker to date, along with an assort-

ment of other rare and uncollected illustrations and sketches inspired by 

the city. Complete with notes and annotations by the author, New York 

Drawings will also feature a new introductory comic focusing on Tomine’s 

experiences as a New York illustrator.

“One of the most masterful cartoonists of his generation”

 —The Village Voice

“Tomine has always been a master of the small gesture.”

 —The Los Angeles Times

“Tomine has an understated visual style that combines wit, social commen-

tary, psychological insights and elegant  drawing.”

 —The San Diego Union-Tribune

“A superb draftsman and chronicler of the inconsolable heartaches.”

 —The Philadelphia Inquirer

Adrian Tomine is the author of Scenes from an Impending Marriage, Shortcomings, 

Summer Blonde, Sleepwalk, and 32 Stories and the comic book series Optic Nerve.

Drawn & Quarterly

Backlist

8.34 x 11.08 • 136 pages

9781770460874 • $29.95 • cl

Ages 12 and up • Art / General
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Scenes From an Impending Marriage

ADRIAN TOMINE

At the behest of his soon-to-be wife, Adrian Tomine set out to create a 

wedding favor for their guests that would be more funny and personal 

than the typical chocolate bars and picture frames. What started out 

as a simple illustrated card soon grew into a full-fledged comic book: a 

collection of short strips chronicling the often absurd process of getting 

married. A loose, cartoony departure from Tomine’s previous work,  

Scenes from an Impending Marriage is a sweet-natured, laugh-out-loud 

skewering of the modern marriage process, including hiring a DJ, location 

scouting, trips to the salon, suit fittings, dance lessons, registering for gifts 

and managing familial demands. The most personal and autobiographical 

work of Tomine’s career, Scenes from an Impending Marriage is a charming, 

delightful token of love.

Adrian Tomine is the author of Shortcomings, Summer Blonde, Sleepwalk and 32 

Stories. He is a New Yorker contributor and lives in Brooklyn with his wife and 

daughter.

 

Drawn & Quarterly
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Moomin
The Complete Lars Jansson Comic Strip, Book Nine

LARS JANSSON

”[Moomin is] a quirky, original comic strip masterpiece.”—Myla Goldberg, 

author of Bee Season

Moomin: The Complete Lars Jansson Comic Strip, Volume Nine welcomes 

readers back to the beloved world of Moominvalley, where pancakes and 

jam are a perfectly acceptable supper and a damsel in distress can live in  

a prefabricated castle. The ninth volume of Tove and Lars Jansson’s 

classic comic strip features the beloved “Fuddler and Married Life” story. 

Together, the four stories in this collection display the poignancy, whimsy, 

and philosophical bent that constitute the Moomins’ enduring appeal.

“Whimsical and charming, Moomin’s (mis)adventures suggest an Alice in 

Wonderland dream world with odd beings, unexplained connections, and 

events that freewheel out of control.”—Library Journal

“Moomin is about freedom, tolerance, and optimism amid frustration, loss, 

and fear.”—Modern Painters

“A lost treasure now rediscovered-one of the sweetest, strangest comic 

strips ever drawn or written. A surrealist masterpiece. Honest.”

 —Neil Gaiman

Lars Jansson (1926-2000) was a published author at sixteen before he taught  

himself to be a cartoonist in order to replace his sister, Tove, on the Moomin strip.
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Moomin
The Complete Lars Jansson Comic Strip, Book Eight

LARS JANSSON

Get shipwrecked with Moomin on an abandoned island in the eighth 

volume of the beloved Moomin hardcover series.

Lars Jansson returns with the eighth volume of the classic Moomin hard-

cover comic series, and the whole gang is back in action. Sniff is causing 

trouble with another of his get-rich-quick schemes, Moominmaiden falls in 

love with the inspector’s bad-boy nephew, and Moominmamma is offering 

up plum cake to whosoever should need it. As always, the experiences of 

the Moomin family are poignant, melancholy, and strangely wise, with just 

a dash of the drolly funny and a pinch of slapstick. Without a doubt, Jans-

son’s Moomin Book Eight is a treat for the whole family.

“Whimsical and charming, Moomin’s (mis)adventures suggest an Alice in 

Wonderland dream world with odd beings, unexplained connections, and 

events that freewheel out of control.”—Library Journal

Lars Jansson (1926-2000) was a published author at sixteen before he taught  

himself to be a cartoonist in order to replace his sister, Tove, on the Moomin strip.
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Moomin
The Complete Lars Jansson Comic Strip, Book Seven

LARS JANSSON

Return to Moomin Valley in the seventh volume of the classic comic by 

Lars Jansson.

In this volume of the Complete Lars Jansson comic, Jansson’s work, 

already quite polished, takes on a joie de vivre heretofore unseen. The 

Moomins rebel once more against hibernation, receive an inheritance 

they’re unprepared for, find colonization a bit of a bore, and decide 

once and for all that seashells are much prettier than gold nuggets. With 

familiar jabs aimed at Moomin leg length and somewhat less familiar ones 

aimed at capitalism and colonial politics, Jansson’s comics are timeless 

treasures for the whole family.

Praise for the Moomin Series:

“Whimsical and charming, Moomin’s (mis)adventures suggest an Alice in 

Wonderland dream world with odd beings, unexplained connections, and 

events that freewheel out of control.”—Library Journal

“Moomin is about freedom, tolerance, and optimism amid frustration, loss, 

and fear.”—Modern Painters

“A lost treasure now rediscovered-one of the sweetest, strangest comic 

strips ever drawn or written. A surrealist masterpiece. Honest.”

 —Neil Gaiman

Lars Jansson (1926-2000) was a published author at sixteen before he taught  

himself to be a cartoonist in order to replace his sister, Tove, on the Moomin strip.
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Anna & Froga
Thrills, Spills, and Gooseberries

ANOUK RICARD, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

”A genuinely funny, unshakably adorable set of stories about a creative 

little girl and her mischievous animal pals.”—The A.V. Club

The whole gang is reunited in Anna and Froga: Thrills, Spills, and Goose-

berries. Join Anna, Froga, Ron, Bubu, and Christopher as they get stuck in 

the haunted house at the county fair with a truly terrifying ticket-taker; as 

Froga combats a scourge of snails in her garden; and as Bubu has ill-fated 

dreams of being a great painter. With this third volume of Anna and Froga, 

Anouk Ricard experiments with the format, never sacrificing a droll punch 

line or a hilarious image. Anna and Froga is a true delight for children, par-

ents, and grown-up children alike.

“Anna and Froga and all their friends are the most perfect combination  

of unbelievably adorable and total jerks. Anouk Ricard is a genius!”

—Sara Varon, author of Robot Dreams, Chicken & Cat, and Bake Sale

“The art is just flat-out beautiful and there’s something about the way 

Froga is drawn that is hilarious every time you see her.”—Vice

Anouk Ricard is an author, artist, and stop-motion animator. She was born in the 

south of France. She began the Anna and Froga series after moving to Strasbourg 

in 2004. Initially published in Capsule Comique magazine, the collections of strips 

were reprinted by Éditions Sarbacane to widespread acclaim.
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Anna and Froga
I Dunno, What Do You Want to Do?

ANOUK RICARD

Get lost in the vibrantly colorful, hysterically funny world of Anna and 

her animal pals.

Embark on a fresh set of adventures with the hilariously snarky and mis-

chievous heroes of Anna and Froga. In each short episode, Anouk Ricard’s 

deceptively simple illustrations harmonize perfectly with the charac-

ters’ petty, silly, and downright slapstick pranks. Bright colors, astutely 

observed details, and minimalist line work combine to present a world that 

is shockingly lively and joyous. Anna, Froga, Ron, Bubu, and Christopher 

have adventures that rival the best in classic comics.

Ricard hits her stride in this second volume of the Anna and Froga books, 

which have found a loving home among classic comics connoisseurs, alter-

native comics fans, and children in North America and Europe alike.

“Anna and Froga is…a genuinely funny, unshakably adorable set of stories 

about a creative little girl and her mischievous animal pals.”—A.V. Club

“Good graciousness, what a comic!…The art is just flat-out beautiful and 

there’s something about the way Froga is drawn that is hilarious every 

time you see her.”—Nick Gazin, Vice

Anouk Ricard is an author, artist, and stop-motion animator. She was born in the 

south of France. She began the Anna and Froga series after moving to Strasbourg 

in 2004. Initially published in Capsule Comique magazine, the collections of strips 

were reprinted by Sarbacane to widespread acclaim.
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Anna and Froga
Wanna Gumball?

ANOUK RICARD

The misadventures of five charming troublemakers

Anouk Ricard’s Anna and Froga features the adventures of a little girl 

named Anna and her gang of animal friends. Anna’s best friend is the titu-

lar Froga, and they often hang out with Bubu the dog (an aspiring artist), 

Christopher the gourmand earthworm, and Ron (a practical joker of a cat). 

With a sly humor, Ricard spins yarns that will delight and entertain the 

whole family. 

Whether the conflict is driven by eating too many French fries, bossing 

around Johnny the Tuna, or trying to beat a difficult video game, you know 

that Anna, Froga, Bubu, Ron, and Christopher will come out all right in the 

end, which makes the layers of confusion they pile on one another all the 

funnier. Ricard’s characters are sweet without ever veering into precious-

ness, as they constantly find opportunities for a laugh at one another’s 

expense.

Ricard works in a fanciful and childlike style, with vibrant colors and 

simple story lines. The illustrations in Anna and Froga are inviting and 

the stories well told, employing short, snappy dialogue. Without sacrific-

ing quality, intelligence, or humor, Angouleme Festival-nominated author 

Ricard is able to write from childhood effectively and charmingly.

“Amusingly awkward and extremely charming.”—Frederator

Anouk Ricard is an author, artist, and stop-motion animator. She was born in the 

south of France. She began the Anna and Froga series after moving to Strasbourg 

in 2004. Initially published in Capsule Comique magazine, the collections of strips 

were reprinted by Sarbacane to widespread acclaim.
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Benson’s Cuckoos

ANOUK RICARD, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

Workplace stresses may prove killer in this off-the-rails office satire 

Richard thinks he’s in luck when he snags a job at the cuckooclock 

factory, but things start to go wrong right off the bat. First of all there’s 

his boss, who doesn’t seem to have the strongest grip on reality and has 

an odd penchant for silly hats. Then there are his coworkers, who are 

alternately evasive and idiotic when asked about anything pertaining to 

actually getting work done. Finally there’s George, the employee Richard’s 

replacing, who supposedly quit but whose family has just appeared on 

national TV pleading for his safe return. It’s all adding up to a very strange 

workplace, and when the company goes on a retreat, everything spools 

quickly out of control.

From the author of Anna and Froga comes a wry, offbeat whodunnit that 

centers on office life. Anouk Ricard’s subtle, sardonic humor undermines 

the characters’ desperate attempts to be taken seriously, as they bungle 

kidnappings, misunderstand social cues, and let petty disagreements 

become feuds. Ricard’s dim-witted characters aspire to deviousness but 

miss their mark,remaining firmly in the domain of slapstick. With cleverly 

observed dialogue, charming artwork, and brilliantly over-the-top plotting,

Benson’s Cuckoos will delight the adult fans of Ricard’s comics for kids.

Praise for Anouk Richard:

“Anna and Froga…has the same kind of humor as [Richard] Scarry, but with 

the volume cranked up a little more.”—Boing Boing

“Anna and Froga…is so damned delightful that a review can hardly do it 

justice. It’s perfect for kids, but the cartooning chops and clever humor 

should please anybody. Anybody.”—North Adams Transcript

Anouk Ricard is an author, artist, and stop-motion animator who was born in the 

south of France. She began the Anna and Froga series in 2004. The book collec-

tions of the comic have received widespread acclaim, and Ricard has received 

multiple nominations for the Best Book Award at the Angoulême International 

Comics Festival. She lives in Lyon, France.
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